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THE CINE CLUB DE COLOMBIA AND POSTWAR
CINEPHILIA IN LATIN AMERICA: FORGING
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LOCAL AUDIENCES

Rielle Navitski
Founded in Bogotá in 1949, the Cine Club de Colombia exemplifies the transatlantic character of Latin American cinephilia after WWII, when film societies,
archives, festivals, and film schools flourished in close contact with European cultural institutions with global aspirations, including FIAF and UNESCO. Dedicated
to ‘improving the taste of the movie-going public’ in a rapidly growing metropolis,
the Cine Club de Colombia (CCC) served as a source of cultural legitimacy for an
emerging middle class. The organization worked to institute an imported model of
the film society, both in terms of programming (films from an emerging canon of
art cinema or judged historically significant) and audience (imagined as discerning
and actively engaged, an ideal indebted to the French cineclub movement). The
CCC’s efforts were hampered by members’ resistance to these spectatorial norms and
difficulties obtaining suitable programming within the local infrastructure of commercial distribution, which prompted its leadership to connect with an international
network of cultural institutions to access prints. Drawing on programs and internal
documents, this essay expands on recent scholarship on noncommercial exhibition
beyond Euro-American contexts, arguing that the CCC’s history signals the tensions
between institutional norms established elsewhere and locally entrenched tastes and
practices in postwar Latin America.
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In a program marking the 30th anniversary of the Cine Club de Colombia, the film
society’s leadership claimed credit for a sweeping transformation of the moviegoing public, described in terms that evoke the nation’s turbulent and often
traumatic political history:
When the cineclub movement was initiated in Colombia in 1949, one still
remembered with horror that only seven years earlier, in 1942, an infuriated
audience almost destroyed the Teatro Colombia (now the Jorge Eliécer Gaitán), in Bogotá, due to the projection of Orson Welles’ Citizen Kane, a masterpiece of cinema that nearly cleaves its history in two. Thanks to cineclubs,
now familiar points of reference for the majority of spectators, destructive
furor like that caused by Citizen Kane is no longer produced.1
Consistent with historical reports of disturbances and even vandalism among local
audiences, the program’s reference to a ‘destructive furor’ also evokes an event
more deeply seared into popular memory: the Bogotazo, a popular uprising in
Colombia’s capital sparked by the assassination of Liberal presidential candidate
Jorge Eliécer Gaitán on April 9, 1948.2 Much as Eliécer Gaitán’s death is registered in the renaming of the movie theater (which today houses Bogotá’s Cinemateca Distrital), the program’s rhetoric echoes the tendency of ‘elites of both
parties [Liberal and Conservative] to speak in the most extravagant and racist terms
about the impossibility of civilizing the Colombian masses’ in the wake of the
Bogotazo.3 After three decades in existence, the Cine Club de Colombia (hereafter, CCC) affirmed its success in ‘imposing good cinema’ and restraining the exuberant and even violent behavior of film audiences, highlighting the explicitly
didactic character of the organization’s cultural project.4
The CCC’s self-proclaimed goal of ‘improving the taste of the movie-going
public’ embodied the local bourgeoisie’s striving for distinction (in Pierre Bourdieu’s sense) as Colombia’s middle classes expanded in the post-WWII era, a
moment of accelerated urbanization and industrialization.5 Part of a wave of new
institutions of film culture – cineclubs, film archives, festivals, specialized magazines, and film schools – that emerged in Latin America in the period, the CCC’s
activities were nurtured by novel forms of film-related cultural diplomacy and
institutions that aspired to a global reach, such as the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the Fédération Internationale
des Archives du Film (FIAF).6 While it was neither Latin America’s earliest nor its
largest film society, the CCC’s surviving archive of programs, correspondence, and
other internal documents, held by the Fundación Patrimonio Fílmico Colombiano
in Bogotá, renders it a particularly rich object of study.
Like its counterparts in São Paulo, Montevideo, Buenos Aires, Caracas, and
Mexico City, the CCC sought to access both material resources ( funds and films)
and prestige by forging transnational connections. Yet, the film society was largely
reliant on the local infrastructure of commercial film exhibition for its regular
screenings, limiting its efforts to attempts to institute dominant cineclub practices,
which privileged repertory programming over the commercial logic of novelty.
Furthermore, the CCC’s programs and internal documents register spectators’
reluctance to participate in the post-screening discussions and other forms of audience feedback considered fundamental to a cineclub’s activities, particularly in the
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French film society movement that flourished after WWII.7 Even as the CCC
enlisted its members to help elevate local film taste, it alternately criticized them
as unruly and as passive, rather than actively engaged, in the face of the moving
image. Leveraging relationships with local film distributors and international organizations, the CCC attempted to enforce an imported ideal of the cineclub defined
by lively yet carefully regulated audience engagement. Exemplifying the transatlantic character of postwar cinephilia in Latin America, the CCC’s history attests
to the difficulties in reconciling institutional and esthetic norms established
elsewhere with locally entrenched tastes and social practices.
In charting the history of the CCC in its first two decades – from its founding
in 1949 to the membership and financial crisis it faced in 1969, before rallying and
continuing on through the 1990s – I build on recent scholarship that examines
institutional contexts of film production, distribution, exhibition, and education
beyond the field’s conventional focus on commercial and theatrical sites.8 In particular, I expand on studies that read arbiters of film culture, including cineclubs, as
nodes within noncommercial circuits that enlisted the medium in service of
esthetic, pedagogical, and social aims.9 With a handful of exceptions – often
focused on cinema’s role in colonial endeavors – the geographic scope of these
studies has been limited to the United States and Europe.10 While studies of the
Latin American cineclub and film preservation movements exist in Spanish and
Portuguese, these accounts rarely historicize the emergence of the normative
concepts of ‘art cinema’ and ‘film preservation’ that guided these activities.11 By
contrast, I focus on how such norms were instituted, adapted, and challenged
outside the Euro-American contexts where they were initially developed.
In the following, I situate the CCC within the broader trajectory of the cineclub movement in Latin America, emphasizing the institutional underpinnings and
transnational connections that shaped film societies in the region. After examining
the exclusionary construction of the CCC’s membership and the organization’s
efforts to establish protocols of engaged yet carefully regulated spectatorship, I
detail how the CCC’s programming was shaped by strategic alignments with local
commercial distributors and cultural institutions operating on an international scale,
among others. Throughout, I highlight points of friction that arose as imported
ideals of the film society were leveraged as a source of cultural prestige in
post-WWII Bogotá.

The Latin American film society movement and the origins of the Cine
Club de Colombia
Fostered by a range of institutions – from private clubs to universities, museums,
and the Catholic Church – the emergence of Latin American film societies roughly
parallels the cases of France and the UK, where an early burst of activity during
the interwar period – marked by the launch of the Ciné-Club in Paris in 1920 and
the creation of the London Film Society in 1925 – was followed by widespread
expansion after World War II. The earliest cineclubs – in the sense of ‘social
organisms that provide a framework for viewing and discussing films,’ in Malte
Hagener’s words – emerged in Latin America between 1928 and 1931.12 Building
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on claims of cinema’s status as an autonomous art staked by early twentieth-century avant-gardes, this early wave of Latin American cineclubs was rooted in the
cultural activities of local elites and galvanized by the transition to sound. The film
enthusiasts who founded Rio de Janeiro’s Chaplin Club, active between 1928 and
1930, staunchly defended silent cinema in its publication O Fan.13 In Argentina,
the Cine Club de Buenos Aires was formally established in 1929 under the auspices
of the Asociación Amigos del Arte, dedicated to disseminating contemporary visual
arts, music, and literature. The organization’s membership included luminaries like
Jorge Luis Borges and Victoria Ocampo, creator of the influential literary magazine
Sur.14 In Mexico, a group of cosmopolitan intellectuals associated with the literary
magazine Contemporáneos created the Cine Club de México, also known as the
Cineclub Mexicano, in 1931.15
Though film society activity was dampened somewhat during World War II,
cineclubs flourished in Latin America in the period of economic prosperity after
the war’s conclusion, even absent the growing 16 mm distribution infrastructure
for educational films and repertory programming present in the United States, for
example.16 Obliged to explore alternate print sources, Latin American cineclubs
often amassed collections of films and founded their own archives – a precondition
for participating in exchanges of prints between FIAF members – that in turn supplied growing national networks of film societies.17 For example, after spearheading the creation of the Gente de Cine film society in 1946, critic and cinephile
Andrés Rolando Fustiñana co-founded the Cinemateca Argentina upon the encouragement of Henri Langlois, Secretary-General of the Cinémathèque Française and a
key member of the FIAF leadership. Langlois played a pivotal role in the creation
of a first wave of Latin American archives, which constituted the film preservation
movement’s first widespread expansion outside Europe and the United States.18
Across the Río de la Plata in Uruguay, noncommercial film exhibition flourished
both through private efforts and government initiatives like the Cine de Arte
screening series organized by the Servicio Oficial de Difusión, Radiotelevision y
Espectáculos (Official Service of Broadcasting, Television, and Entertainment)
beginning in 1943.19 Initially conceived as a means of financing amateur filmmaking, a group of enthusiasts created the Cine Club del Uruguay in 1948; the rival
Cine Universitario emerged the following year out of the Teatro Universitario of
the Universidad de la República.20 The film societies became two of Latin America’s most robust in terms of their longevity and the size of their membership –
Cine Universitario reached a peak of 2143 members in 1957, while the Cine Club
del Uruguay boasted over 2800 in the 1960s.21 After creating separate film
archives, the two film societies merged their collections in the Cinemateca
Uruguaya in 1952.
As the case of Montevideo’s Cine Universitario suggests, academic settings
proved fertile ground for the creation of film societies and other institutions of film
culture. The Clube de Cinema de São Paulo, first organized in 1940 by students at
São Paulo’s Faculdade de Filosofia (College of Philosophy) and revived in 1946,
fostered the creation of a film archive within the city’s new Museu de Arte Moderna.22 (The archive split off from the museum to become the Cinemateca Brasileira in 1956.) In Cuba, film critic José Manuel Valdés-Rodríguez taught Latin
America’s first university film course at the Universidad de La Habana’s summer
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school between 1942 and 1956. The course led to the creation of a university film
archive and a screening series open to the general public in 1949.23 Shortly thereafter, Valdés-Rodríguez’s leadership was challenged by a group of young cinephiles
– including key figures of post-Revolutionary Cuban cinema like Tomás Gutiérrez
Alea and Néstor Almendros – who organized the Cine Club de La Habana and created the first, pre-Revolutionary Cinemateca de Cuba with Langlois’s encouragement.24 In Mexico City, growing interest in cineclubs within and beyond
university settings gave rise to the Sección de Actividades Cinematográficas at the
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, which established the Cinemateca de
la Universidad (later the Filmoteca de la UNAM) in 1959.25
Beyond these private, governmental, and academic initiatives, a number of
Latin American film societies were fostered by religious initiatives that transcended
national borders. In Peru, the Centro de Orientación Cinematográfica, a branch of
the Office Catholique Internationale du Cinéma (OCIC), organized film series and
courses in high schools and universities. OCIC’s Latin American secretary, Polish
lawyer and professor Andrés Ruskowsky, cofounded the Cine Club de Lima
(1953–1957) and later participated in the Latin American film preservation movement.26 In Brazil, Catholic film societies like the Cine-Clube de Belo Horizonte
proliferated alongside a growing number of secular cineclubs in the 1950s.27
As this brief overview indicates, the founding of the Cine Club de Colombia
coincided with a ferment of film society activity in Latin America, as well as an
expansion of commercial film exhibition in Bogotá as the city’s population grew
rapidly. Close to 50 movie theaters were constructed in the city during the 1940s,
resulting in a nearly fivefold increase from the previous decade.28 Founded by a
small group of enthusiasts led by Catalan bookseller Luis Vicens, the CCC’s membership included visual artist Enrique Grau Araújo, future Nobel Prize-winning
novelist Gabriel García Márquez, and writers Jorge Gaitán Durán, Otto de Grieff,
and León de Grieff. These literary figures were linked with the influential magazine
Mito (1955–1962), which brought international trends in philosophy, literature,
and the arts to a local readership, a cosmopolitan orientation that the CCC
shared.29 Details about the immediate impetus for the CCC’s founding are scarce,
though one account suggests the idea emerged during German photographer Julius
Meyer’s visit to Bogotá.30 The effort was led by Vicens – who had been immersed
in French film culture during his time in Paris in the 1920s, when he worked for
the magazine La Cinématographie Française and as an extra in Abel Gance’s Napoléon
(Société Générale des Films; France, 1927) – along with journalists Hernando
Téllez and Jorge Valdivieso Guerrero.31
Meeting notes documenting the founding of the CCC in September 1949 state
that the organization was defined as a non-commercial ‘cultural association dedicated to improving the taste of the movie theater audience,’ explicitly patterned
on imported models. Vicens shared his knowledge of the ‘functioning of cineclubs
in various European countries,’ while another attendee ‘referred to the significant
work of French cineclubs [and] insisted on the enormous possibilities of an Association of this type in Colombia.’32 Highlighting the potential role of the CCC as a
stimulus for production, Meyer commented at a later meeting that the organization’s establishment ‘could represent the first step in the creation of a film industry
in Colombia.’33 The CCC’s goals, according to its statutes, went beyond ‘the
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presentation of special works of the Seventh art, of high artistic quality, both
National and foreign, and encouraging debates on cinematic topics’ to encompass
support for amateur cinema and photography.34
The CCC initiated its public activities on 6 September 1949 with a screening
of Les Enfants du Paradis (Children of paradise, Marcel Carné, Pathé; France, 1945),
which had not been exhibited commercially in Colombia due to censorship. The
film was prefaced by an introductory speech outlining the CCC’s objectives and
followed by commentary and discussion. Encapsulating the film society’s often contradictory goals – to embody elevated taste while cultivating mass appeal and fostering lively debate – a newspaper account of the event noted that ‘the opinions of
the numerous and select public were deeply divided relative to its value’ [my emphasis].35 One commentator designated to respond to the film, leftist writer Jorge
Zalamea, openly questioned the labor of cultural recovery in which the CCC was
engaged. He declared, ‘art, like old houses, has an attic where useless, unserviceable items collect; yet when the nouveaux riches enter the attic and exhume its
contents, they believe they are working wonders.’36 Highlighting the intertwining
of social class and taste implicit in the CCC’s activities, Zalamea’s comments devalue the academic capital (in Bourdieu’s terms) that the pedagogical activities of the
cineclub would have offered the emerging middle classes by contrasting it with the
social capital attached to aristocratic origins.37 His remarks suggest the relative precariousness of the organizers’ claims to elevated taste (and social class); perhaps as
a consequence, the CCC traded on social exclusivity rather than developing a
broader membership, as I detail in the following section.

Forging an ideal audience
Particularly if compared with film societies in the United States and France, as well
as Argentina and Uruguay, the CCC made only a halfhearted effort to offer mass
access to alternative film programming.38 In observance of international policies
forbidding the sale of individual admissions to cineclub screenings – intended to
ensure film societies’ noncommercial status and minimize film industry backlash –
the CCC’s screenings were open only to dues-paying members, each accompanied
by a single guest. (In practice, lax enforcement at the door allowed nonmembers
to attend screenings as well). The CCC’s size was restricted to 300 members, with
the justification that it ‘would otherwise lose the intimate character that these type
of organizations should have.’39 Hernando Salcedo Silva, a cultural critic who took
over the leadership of the CCC after Vicens moved to Mexico City in 1960,
recalled that ‘there was a moment when not being a member of the Cine-club was
considered in bad taste,’ highlighting the film society’s role as an arbiter of social
status.40 The simultaneously elitist and democratizing project of ‘improving’ the
tastes of popular audiences appears to have existed alongside a desire to create and
maintain a space exclusive to the intelligentsia.
Beyond its restricted membership, the CCC sought to discipline spectators in a
dual sense, repressing audience behaviors viewed as undesirable while encouraging
members to produce sanctioned forms of discourse on cinema, informed by
awareness of film-specific esthetics and a larger body of cinematic works. Audience
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decorum, along with verbal and written performances of engagement and discernment, were perceived as essential to legitimate the CCC and place it on par with
its international counterparts. Programs urged members to arrive punctually for
screenings and implored them not to bring more than the single permitted guest
or to smoke in the auditoriums.41 In addition to such minor transgressions, a 1957
program described vocal reactions from spectators who, in the face of last-minute
programming changes or imperfect projection, would
manifest their displeasure with shouts and protests, which, if they are undesirable in any film screening, are worse in the case of a meeting of the Cine
Club, where the spirit of camaraderie and tolerance among friends should be
the norm.42
Such unrestrained reactions appear to have spilled over to the postscreening discussions in the CCC’s early years. In a 1952 letter penned in French to Amy B.
Courvoisier, a founding member of the Cine-Club Venezuela, Vicens wrote, ‘we
are at the mercy of a mob [foule] that does not even know what a cine-club is and
which very easily slips from praise to the most ferocious criticism.’43 Spectators’
lack of familiarity with the cineclub’s institutional model and its protocols of spectator engagement are cast in class-based terms, suggesting how divides of status
and taste operative within Colombian society as a whole were reproduced within
the social space of the cineclub.44
Beginning in the mid-1950s, the CCC’s organizers seem to have been more
troubled by viewer indifference than by unruly behavior or unrestrained reactions
to films. While the CCC’s leadership made periodic efforts to host postscreening
discussions, facilitated by members of the steering committee or local intellectuals,
these appear to have been poorly attended.45 One particularly evocative January
1961 program described
melancholy results in the discussion following the screening of the film. With
inexplicable anxiety, the members leave the theater as if fleeing from a disaster, without considering the necessity of expanding on the thoughts inspired
by the film screened through the spectators’ comments.46
Following this declaration, the CCC redoubled its efforts; brief summaries of the
discussions were published in subsequent programs, but these quickly disappeared
once again.47 Ironically, the CCC’s leadership apparently failed to model the spectatorial norms the film society was striving to enforce: a board member noted in a
1966 meeting that ‘with the exception of herself, [she] had never seen any members of the Board stay for the discussions, giving in this manner a bad example to
the members.’48 Both programs and internal documents register a perceived divide
between members who successfully embodied the ideal cineclub spectator and
those who did not.
In the face of the disappointing results of postscreening discussions, the CCC’s
leadership shifted its focus to audience questionnaires included in its programs, but
these were hardly more successful in provoking reflection from members. The
questionnaires do give a sense of the schemas offered to members for evaluating
films, including the quality of the cinematography, direction, and acting, and
whether the viewer considered the film worthy of awards and accolades from
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international festivals, signaling these institutions’ pivotal role in canon formation
in the period.49 Although a handful of viewer comments were published in the
CCC’s programs, more common were reminders that ‘it is an obligation of the
members to respond to the questionnaires.’50 One program lamented that only
three out of 300 members had submitted responses, urging members to help the
CCC ‘achieve the principal objective of any cine-club in the world: that members
critique and comment on the films that they see.’51 During the late 1960s, lack of
engagement with the CCC’s programming – members’ failure to embody the
norms of vocal yet discerning spectatorship central to imported cineclub ideals –
deepened into greater and greater indifference to the programming itself. In June
1969, the CCC’s steering committee drafted a letter to Salcedo Silva complaining
that his programming had failed to balance challenging and unusual fare with works
that would appeal to members.52 In the following section, I examine the CCC’s
offerings in light of international cineclub norms, highlighting the structural constraints and opportunities that shaped it and the local and transnational connections
forged in the process.

Operating at the margins of commercial exhibition
Dovetailing with emerging canons of postwar art cinema, the programming developed by the CCC in its first few months set a pattern that remained stable over
the next two decades: screenings of fairly recent commercial releases, along with a
smaller number of films considered historically significant. The CCC encouraged
an appreciation of individual directors, actors, and national film industries, screening internationally acclaimed works of French, Italian, and US narrative cinema; a
smaller number of Scandinavian, Eastern European, and Mexican features; and a
sampling of educational films, documentary, and animation. The organization was
quick to showcase movements like the French New Wave but comparatively slow
to engage with the radical New Latin American Cinema, and the CCC’s programs
rarely addressed pressing national issues.53 Although the organization’s first two
decades of operation overlap with the years of La Violencia (1945–1966) – a wave
of conflict that stemmed from the stark divide between Liberals and Conservatives,
but quickly came to encompass guerrilla and paramilitary activity and killings without apparent links to politics – direct references to the violence are conspicuously
absent from the CCC’s surviving programs, which were distinctly cosmopolitan
rather than national in orientation.
Deviating from understandings of the film society as an alternative venue, the
CCC operated out of a series of commercial movie theaters until its move to an
auditorium owned by the Catholic broadcaster Radio Sutatenza in 1962.54 Local
branches of Hollywood studios and companies like Películas Mexicanas (the Latin
American distribution wing of Mexico’s Banco Nacional Cinematográfico) furnished
the majority of prints screened by the CCC without cost or for a nominal fee in
the first decade of the CCC’s existence, and rentals accounted for a negligible percentage of the organization’s budget until the early 1960s.55 In return, ‘the Cine
Club [took] on a certain labor of promotion and dissemination’ on behalf of the
distributors.56 In some cases, the film society hosted preview screenings of new
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releases, seemingly calculated to help distributors boost their box-office potential.
In this sense, the circulation of films through the CCC functioned as a ‘valueadding process,’ as Marijke de Valck has argued in the context of film festivals.57
In a 1958 interview, Salcedo Silva was quick to align the interests of local distributors with the film society’s declared objective of elevating film taste in Bogotá. He
noted that the CCC actively assisted distributors in launching films seen as challenging in the local exhibition market: ‘With commentary and articles in the press,
and personal promotion by the members, we efficiently aid in the commercial
release of a film that, in the final analysis, contributes to the establishment of good
cinema among us.’58
The audience questionnaires that appeared in the CCC’s programs further suggest a mutually beneficial relationship between the organization and local distributors. Prompted to engage in critical and reflective forms of film spectatorship, the
organization’s members were also asked to offer insight on films’ commercial
potential, acting as a test audience or focus group. Their input seems to have been
particularly valued when a film’s content was viewed as problematic for a country
with an overwhelming Catholic majority. For example, a 1954 program asked
spectators to provide their opinion on Fröken Julie (Miss Julie, Alf Sjöberg, Sandrew; Sweden, 1951), a sexually frank tale of cross-class romance and suicide
based on the play by August Strindberg, inquiring ‘Do you consider it to be appropriate to be presented to the Bogotá audience, and how will it be received?’59
Requests for audience feedback seem to have been partly motivated by the CCC’s
eagerness ‘to return the favor to the distributors who so kindly lend their films.’60
At the same time, programs and internal documents signal a tension between
the accessibility of recent commercial releases, and the CCC’s self-proclaimed goal
of showcasing films its organizers judged historically significant. Meeting notes
attest to the popularity of preview screenings and more risqué films prohibited by
the censors with CCC members.61 Even as the CCC’s organizers recognized the
need to attract viewers in order to stay financially solvent, particularly as the film
society’s ranks thinned in the second half of the 1960s, programs lamented the
membership’s preference for novelty over engagement with film history. One
chided the membership for the poor attendance at an Orson Welles retrospective
– as well as ‘a very interesting program of Colombian cinema,’ a rarity for the
CCC – in comparison with preview screenings. For the film society’s leadership,
such selective viewing undercut the organization’s noncommercial status and its
pedagogical aims:
Giving advance screenings places the Cine Club on the level of any commercial
movie theater and furthermore, no Cine Club in the world gives advance screenings
except on very special occasions [my emphasis]. Good – or at least interesting –
films should be rescreened for the purpose of evaluating their merits or defects
through time. For this reason the Cine Club insists – and will continue insisting – on the rediscovery of good cinema.62
As such admonishments suggest, the CCC’s reliance on commercial distributors for
much of its programming and its members’ preference for new releases threatened
the organization’s status as an elevated cultural institution. In its efforts to embody
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international cineclub norms, the CCC would strive to insert itself within expanding global circuits of film culture.

Tapping into transnational networks
The CCC’s connections with postwar cultural diplomacy and cultural organizations
with global designs – valorizing the medium as a form of cultural heritage worthy
of preservation, in FIAF’s case, or leveraging it to foster democratic discourse and
capitalist development, in UNESCO’s – were initiated on the local level.63 Embassies offered the CCC educational films and features considered exemplary of
national industries. For example, the Brazilian embassy sponsored a screening of O
Cangaceiro (The bandit, Lima Barreto, Companhia Cinematográfica Vera Cruz; Brazil, 1953), a prestige production that was lauded at Cannes and hailed by commentators like García Márquez as an example for Latin American film industries, in
that it offered international appeal by exploring eminently national themes.64 The
US, Canadian, Dutch, and French embassies furnished documentary and animated
shorts, though often without subtitles or voiceover commentary in Spanish, a persistent source of frustration for the CCC’s members.65 The CCC also took advantage of less direct forms of cultural diplomacy; in 1953, the organization partnered
with UNITALIA, the public relations branch of the coalition of Italian film unions
(Associazione Nazionale Industrie Cinematografiche e Affini) on a Festival of Italian
Cinema, while the Instituto Colombo-Alemán (Colombian-German Institute)
co-sponsored a week devoted to Young German Cinema in 1968.66
In some cases, the CCC’s activities intersected directly with the film-related
initiatives of supranational bodies like the United Nations that, guided by ‘liberal
internationalism,’ championed the free flow of cultural goods – often hailed in
vague terms as a vehicle of international understanding – as part of a broader doctrine of free trade.67 In 1955, Enrico Fulchignoni, head of UNESCO’s Film Division, joined forces with the CCC to organize a small ‘Festival of Art Films’ (in
this context, nonfiction films on art and artists).68 According to an article by
García Márquez in the newspaper El Espectador, Fulchignoni had travelled to
Colombia to shoot a documentary on the Acción Cultural Popular (ACP)’s Radio
Sutatenza, an initiative that distributed radio sets to rural Colombians and broadcast educational and religious programming.69 This endeavor doubtless intrigued
UNESCO officials, who were deeply invested in media’s pedagogical potential,
especially in developing nations.70 Although Fulchignoni was ostensibly in Colombia to study the ACP’s methods, the unequal global distribution of cultural capital
became a point of contention during his visit. According to García Márquez, after
highlighting the opportunities for international cooperation offered by ColombianEuropean coproductions, Fulchignoni breaks with this rhetoric of global solidarity
to comment that ‘film programs in Colombia, in general, are inferior to those of
Africa,’ prefaced ‘with the warning that this declaration is not for publication.’71
Suggestive of how international relations in the postwar period were marked by
perceived national and racial hierarchies of development and progress, Fulchignoni’s remark ironically would have reinforced the perceived need for the CCC’s
labor of cultural uplift.
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Beyond its connections with individual governments and UNESCO, the CCC’s
leadership forged contacts with institutions of film culture across Latin America,
contacts often mediated by European institutions. Shortly after the CCC’s creation,
Vicens wrote to the directors of the recently created Cinemateca Argentina and
Filmoteca do Museu de Arte Moderna in São Paulo on the recommendation of
Henri Langlois.72 Langlois played a key role in cultivating the cineclub and film
preservation movements on a global scale, whether due to his investment in access
to films (over and above their physical preservation) or a desire to increase the
number of his allies within the FIAF membership.73 From early on in the CCC’s
history, Langlois was in close contact with its leadership: a July 1950 letter from
Langlois to Valdivieso Guerrero, the cineclub’s secretary, conveyed his approval of
the organization’s by-laws and his intentions to draw up ‘a practical plan for
collaboration.’74 Vicens met personally with Langlois during a business trip to Paris
in the winter of 1950–1951. The two agreed that the CCC could take advantage
of film programs ‘sent monthly to Mexico City and Caracas’ – that is, to the cineclub operated by Mexico City’s Institut Français d’Amérique Latine, which passed
on the programs to the Cine-Club Venezuela administered by French cultural
attaché Gaston Diehl.75 These 16 mm programs of early French film were dispatched via the embassies in Caracas and Bogotá, though not without delays and
miscommunications. Sent from Caracas in May 1952, the films appear not to have
been exhibited in Bogotá until mid-1953, when the CCC screened three programs
featuring works by the Lumière Brothers, Georges Méliès, Émile Cohl, Louis
Feuillade, and Jean Epstein.76
Langlois’s efforts to integrate the CCC into an international network of filmrelated institutions extended to the creation of an associated film archive, the Filmoteca Colombiana (later renamed Cinemateca Colombiana).77 In 1955, Vicens
designated García Márquez as the Filmoteca’s representative at the FIAF conference
held in Warsaw; armed with detailed instructions, García Márquez achieved the
Filmoteca Colombiana’s acceptance as a provisional member.78 By this time, the
CCC’s leadership was in contact with the founding members of FIAF’s Sección
Latinoamericana (Latin American Pool), instituted to facilitate the exchange of
prints and the coordination of activities between archives in the region.79 Latin
America thus became a laboratory for FIAF’s attempts in the 1950s to expand
international access to film prints by creating regional networks for their diffusion.80 The Latin American Pool also acted as a catalyst for greater intraregional
cooperation, although member archives’ limited resources hampered joint initiatives. In 1965, the Cinemateca Colombiana found itself forced to turn down the
Cinemateca Argentina’s offer to sell new prints of ‘fundamental films’ held in its
collection at cost, due to lack of funds and an unfavorable exchange rate between
Argentine and Colombian pesos.81 The Cinemateca Colombiana did receive a small
number of prints on indefinite loan from Yugoslav, Polish, and Soviet archives in
the 1960s, although political restrictions sometimes interfered with their entry into
the country.82
As a consequence of these constraints, the Filmoteca Colombiana often relied
on local distributors, local intellectuals, and national and transnational corporations
to build its collection, an endeavor the CCC deemed ‘an initiative of such importance for any cultured country.’83 In 1955, Mito helped fund the acquisition of
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Time in the Sun (assembled by Marie Seton using footage from Sergei Eisenstein’s
unfinished Que Viva México; US, 1939) by soliciting donations from subscribers.84
The CCC also enlisted corporate sponsors like the airline Avianca, which agreed to
donate a film to its archive.85 Similarly, the US/Canadian oil company Esso sponsored a screening of Robert Flaherty’s docu-fiction Louisiana Story (Standard Oil of
New Jersey; US, 1948), which became part of the Cinemateca Colombiana’s collection.86 (Poet Álvaro Mutis, head of public relations for Esso in Colombia and a
close friend of Vicens, may have facilitated the screening and donation).87
Despite these efforts, in 1966 the collection of the Cinemateca Colombiana
comprised only 15 films.88 Nevertheless, during the 1960s the archive was furnishing prints on a small scale to other cineclubs, high schools, universities, and, in
one case, an impoverished informal community (referred to as a barrio de invasores).89 The organization both drew on and worked to expand institutional networks of film culture, fostering the creation of film societies in the cities of
Barranquilla, Cali, and Medellín, among others.90 Together with poet Álvaro
Cepeda Samudio of the Cine Club de Barranquilla, Salcedo Silva founded the
short-lived Federación Colombiana de Cineclubes in 1960.91 Apparently, Cepeda
Samudio lost the organization’s statutes in a taxi, putting a temporary halt to the
venture (it was revived in the 1970s).92 The federation was likely modeled on
European bodies like the Fédération Française des Ciné-Clubs, whose yearly meetings were attended by CCC delegates in 1954 and 1955.93
By the late 1960s, the CCC was apparently becoming a casualty of its success
in fostering film society activity. The Bogotá cineclubs emerging in academic settings, such as the Universidad Nacional’s Ocho y Medio, appear to have been powerful competition. Their commitment to debating film’s political aspects (even to
the exclusion of its esthetic qualities) diverged sharply from the CCC’s approach.94
The CCC’s membership dropped by more than half between March 1965 and June
1969, declining from 315 to 137 members; income from dues plummeted as film
rental costs increased.95 The organization managed to survive by scaling back on
its screenings and rebuilt its membership in the 1970s, though it struggled to reach
the desired complement of 300.96 As late as 1999, the CCC was still operating, at
least in name, under the auspices of Bogotá’s Cinemateca Distrital (which was
created in 1986).97 The CCC’s longevity signals its impressive – if partial – success
in defining a distinct space within the local landscape of commercial and noncommercial exhibition, if not in enforcing the pedagogical model of the cineclub that
underpinned its activities.

Conclusion
The history of the Cine Club de Colombia reveals how film society norms established abroad were instituted and challenged in the local context, to the point of
being met with resistance – or simply indifference – from the public. At the same
time, it illuminates an extensive if often fragile web of connections linking Latin
American cineclubs and archives with international institutions. The case of the
CCC thus offers a finer-grained account of what Dudley Andrew calls the ‘federated phase’ of global film culture corresponding to the post-WWII period, an
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epoch marked by film-related activities that were national in scope, but intimately
intertwined with global initiatives like FIAF.98 The challenges faced by the CCC
highlight points of friction in these transnational alliances, both in terms of the
material conditions that weighed particularly heavily on Latin American cineclubs
and archives – communication difficulties, unfavorable exchange rates, a scarcity of
subtitled prints – and the extent to which the French model of the cineclub functioned as a ‘misplaced idea’ in the region, rather than growing out of local social
and political realities.99
As I have suggested, the success of the CCC’s endeavors in its first two decades
was limited both by structural constraints and by its conflicting impulses towards elitism and the democratization of film culture. Lacking ready access to sources of repertory programming, the CCC was reliant on the very system of commercial film
distribution from which it sought to distinguish itself. The limitations of this approach
pushed the organization to pursue local partners, each with distinct promotional and
diplomatic aims, and to connect with cultural institutions with an international scope,
which envisioned Colombia and other Latin American nations as fertile ground for
their global designs. As the case of the CCC makes clear, organizations like FIAF
worked to regulate film culture on an international scale – setting, for example, the
terms of noncommercial exchange of film prints – even as they fostered institutionbuilding and regional cooperation in the Latin American film society and film preservation movements. Ultimately, the sourcing of film prints proved less problematic
for the CCC than the forging of an idealized film public that was limited in number,
embraced repertory programming, and demonstrated discerning spectatorship
through written and verbal critiques. The persistence of these elusive ideals – used to
shore up the CCC’s cultural legitimacy and to draw internal divisions of class and
taste within the membership – signal how the organization’s labor of cultural uplift
reinforced social and global hierarchies, even as it charted transnational connections.
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